
Decrease time to value on your SAP data
For most companies, building a data platform is not a nice to have but 
a necessity. Organizations distinguish themselves based on the data 
driven innovations that they can design and implement. However, 
data – especially SAP data – is still being generated and stored in 
silos, creating a huge value and accessibility gap between the data 
and the ability to use it for analytics and innovation. 

SNP Glue helps to bridge this value and accessibility gap by 
smoothly providing the data in real-time, but also in a format that is 
ready for analytics.

About SNP
SNP helps companies worldwide to unlock the full potential of their 
SAP data and shape their own tailored journey towards a digital 
future.

SNP’s Data Excellence Platform CrystalBridge® and the BLUE-
FIELD™ approach have set a comprehensive industry standard for 
restructuring and modernizing SAP systems faster and more securely 
while harnessing data-driven innovations in the cloud. The company 
works with around 2,600 customers of all sizes and in all industries 
worldwide, including 21 of the DAX40 and 95 of the Fortune 500. 
The SNP Group has around 1,400 employees worldwide at over 
40 locations in 15 countries. The company is headquartered in 
Heidelberg, Germany, and generated revenues of EUR 173.4 million 
in the 2022 fiscal year.

Connecting SAP to the Data Cloud
SAP data is unquestionably business critical, and many companies 
are turning towards innovative solutions that can potentially marry 
the best of SAP with the top cloud innovation platforms. 

SNP Glue, together with Data Clouds such as Snowflake provide 
a strong technology platform for data. While not limited to these 
technologies, they form the foundation of SNP’s reference architecture 
for the integration of SAP data with modern and intelligent use cases. 
With its flexible and modular Storage Management component, SNP 
Glue supports connections to 20+ databases and technologies, no 
matter whether they are deployed on-premise or in the cloud.

Key benefits

SNP Glue
Flexible, reliable SAP data 
integration with the cloud

 � Dedicated native integration to Snowflake, optimized for credit 
consumption and real time data ingestion  

 � No hops – directly connect SAP to Snowflake 

 � SAP certified ABAP add-on for NetWeaver and S/4HANA 

 � SAP certified with RISE with SAP S/4HANA Cloud 

 � Loads via SAP Transport protocol or SAP Add-on Installation Tool 
(SAINT)

 � Leverages SAP security, SAP authorization objects, development 
tools and framework

 � Requires no additional hardware - resides in SNP partner 
namespace on the SAP Netweaver stack  

 � Data extraction at the application layer level that doesn’t require 
direct database access 

 � Flexible data access capabilities allow integration of any data on 
the SAP Netweaver stack

 � Agile, high speed real-time and batch execution with advanced 
change data capture 

 � Leverage existing SAP skillsets to quickly create and schedule 
your SAP data integrations


